
 

 

More About Tiffany “TC” Thompson 
  
I started reading when I was about four years old and my 
passion for writing began shortly after. I would, literally, 
write on any and everything that had a blank, smooth 
surface. I can recall numerous times when I would get in 
trouble for using bar after bar of Ivory® soap to write on 
our bathtub tiles or shower glass after I was done bathing.   
  
Thankfully, my mother, who recognized my gift early on, 
encouraged me to utilize more suitable tools (a pen and 
paper) to relay my thoughts and feelings.  
  
Around age 9 or 10, my grandmother, Golden, dubbed me 

as her official, unpaid secretary and I relocated my office space from the bathtub to her 
bedroom, where she would describe the general message or topics she wanted to convey 
and I’d spend hours drafting her thoughts into official letters and memos. Mind you, often 
times, the documents I drafted were to adults who were at least five times my senior! It 
was quite a responsibility but I took my job seriously. In my early twenties, I created and 
distributed “Golden’s Globe”, a newsletter aptly named after my grandmother, which had 
an audience of about 50 or so. It was a way for our family to stay connected even though 
we were miles apart.    
  
So as you can see, writing has always been “my thing”.   
  
A few years ago, while standing at the water cooler at work, I had an epiphany about what 
it may have been like to experience Jesus’ miracle of feeding 5000 people with only a “fish 
sandwich” on hand. I decided to write about it. I posted it on our church’s social website 
and got lots of positive feedback from people who encouraged me to continue posting 
these experiences. A short time later, my husband (one of my biggest supporters), Lorenzo, 
brainstormed and came up with a name for these journal entries and that was the 
beginning of “Another WHOAment in Time with Tiffany”.    
  
What is a WHOAment you may ask? It’s simple. It’s the moment you grasp or fully 
understand something. It can be a monumental boom or a flash-scale “ah ha”. But once 
you get it, you get it.    
   
This blog is me writing about my WHOAments.   

Return to WHOAments   

http://tiffanyswhoaments.wix.com/whoaments#!God-of-Explosive-Abundance/c1mbt/5693ebd10cf21038318b28d1
http://tiffanyswhoaments.wix.com/whoaments

